Eagle Cloud Solutions

Eagle Cloud: Backup as a Service
Eagle's Backup as a Service is a cloud based data backup and recovery solution, without any need for onsite
management, physical hardware or complicated infrastructure. Organizations find that by off-loading the complicated task
of managing backups, they can focus resources to other business needs and reduce their overall IT footprint. The solution
is managed through a single pain of glass and utilizes Eagle’s expertise for a secure, worry-free, managed and monitored
solution.
Eagle’s Backup as a Service offers the following advantages:
Built in Cyber Protection: with Eagle’s Backup as a Service, your data is also safe from cyber threats with a platform that
monitors your data for malware, ransomware and other threats. Your backup data is encrypted and stored in an
immutable data store in Eagle’s secure cloud.
Managed Disaster Recovery: in the case that your organization experiences data loss, or becomes targeted by
ransomware or other cyber threats, Eagle can quickly recover and secure your data to its original state with little to no
impact to your business.
Customized, Fully Managed Data Backup Strategy: we tailor a solution to meet your business needs with real-time
backups; whether you have a single location or several branch offices.
Offsite Data Storage: to Eagle's secure, immutable cloud environment.
Built-in support: related to the setup and maintenance are included.
Predictable and Affordable Pricing: with no hidden costs, so budgeting is easy.
For over 40 years, Eagle has partnered with customers to provide secure, resilient data protection solutions. Leverage
Eagle's Backup as a Service solution, and take the worry and complexity out of your data protection requirements. You
can be confident your data is in good hands with Eagle Technologies. Contact us today for more details.
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